
Characteristics of the Text 
Genre • Realistic fi ction

Text Structure • Third-person narrative
• Some character development

Content • Second grade
• Starting something new

Themes and Ideas • You can feel better about starting something new if you talk about it and get new 
information.

Language and 
Literary Features

• Information and characterization developed through dialogue
• Conversational language
• Dialogue, all assigned

Sentence Complexity • Some simple sentences: He was seven.
• Some longer sentences: “I can wait for the bus by myself this year!” thought Juan.

Vocabulary • Words relating to school: second grade, bus stop, homework, teacher, classroom 
Words • Many high frequency words: fi rst, day, school, seven, never, even, teacher 

• Some multi-syllable words: myself, never, homework, someone, behind, Willows, favorite
Illustrations • Pictures support each page of text.

Book and Print Features • Nine pages of text, illustrations on every page
• Four to eight lines of text on a page
• Sentences begin on the left; some two-line sentences
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Ready for Second Grade
by Eric Mancilla

Fountas-Pinnell Level I
Realistic Fiction
Selection Summary
Juan and Brooke are nervous about starting second grade. They 
don’t know anything about their teacher, Ms. Willows. But a boy on 
the bus tells them that Ms. Willows is nice and will help them learn. 
After Juan and Brooke fi nd out the boy is Ms. Willows’s son, they feel 
better about second grade.
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Ready for Second Grade by Eric Mancilla

Build Background
Read the title to children and ask them how the character in the cover illustration might 
feel about second grade. Encourage children to use their knowledge of starting something 
new to think about the story. Anticipate the text with questions such as these: How do you 
feel when you start something new? Do you feel ready for second grade?

Introduce the Text
Guide children through the text, noting important ideas and helping with 
unfamiliar language and vocabulary so they can read the text successfully. 
Here are some suggestions:

Page 2: Explain that this story is about best friends, Juan and Brooke, who are 
about to start second grade.
Suggested language: Turn to page 2 and look at the picture. It was the fi rst day of 
school. Juan and Brooke are at the bus stop. How do you think they might feel on 
the fi rst day of school? How would you feel?

Page 5: Remind children that they can use information in the pictures to help them 
read. Juan and Brooke are worried about their new teacher. When the boy behind 
them in the bus says he can tell them about their teacher, Brooke says: “Oh, please 
do!” Why do you think Brooke said that?

Page 8: On page 8, you see a picture of Jeff. He and his family came from a 
different city. Say the word family. What letter would you expect to see fi rst in the 
word family? Find the word family and put your fi nger under it.

Now go back to the beginning and read to fi nd out what happens on the fi rst day of 
second grade.

buy

city

family

myself

party

please

school

seven

Words to Know
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Read
As the children read, observe them carefully. Guide them as needed, using language that 
supports their problem solving ability.

Respond to the Text
Personal Response
Ask children to share their personal responses to the story. Begin by asking what they 
liked best about the book, or what they found most interesting.
Suggested language: Why do you think Juan and Brooke feel better about second grade 
after talking to Jeff?

Ways of Thinking
As you discuss the text, help children understand these teaching points:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

• Brooke and Juan are scared 
about going to second grade.

• Jeff tells them about their new 
teacher, Ms. Willows, who is also 
Jeff’s mother.

• Brooke and Juan feel much 
better about starting second 
grade after talking to Jeff.

• You can feel better about starting 
something new if you talk about 
it and get new information.

• Change can be intimidating.

• The dialogue seems very true 
to life.

• The author’s attitude is that the 
fi rst day of school can make 
many children anxious. 
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Choices for Support
Fluency
Invite children to choose a passage from the text to read aloud. Remind them to use 
punctuation to help them read with appropriate phrasing and intonation.

Phonemic Awareness and Word Work
Provide practice as needed with words and sounds, using one of the following activities:
• Listening Game Have children listen for words that begin with the same sound. Have 

children raise their hands if the words begin with the same sound, and keep their 
hands in their laps if the beginning letter is different. Say pairs of words from the story 
such as: buy/bus; party/please; family/homework; hope/homework.

• Build Sentences Materials: books, index cards, sentence strips. Write the high 
frequency words on index cards: buy, city, family, myself, party, please, school, and 
seven. Next have children fi nd words in books and write each word on an index card. 
Then have them build sentences using the words.
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Writing About Reading
Critical Thinking
Read the directions for children on BLM 25.8 and guide them in answering the questions.

Responding
Read aloud the questions at the back of the book and help children complete the activities.

Target Comprehension Skill
Understanding Characters 

Target Comprehension Skill
 Explain to children that they can use details 

from a story to tell more about characters. Model how to use details to understand 
characters:

Think Aloud

When I think about details in this story, I can learn a lot about Ms. 
Willows. Jeff says that Ms. Willows wants her class to work hard, but 
to have fun, too. She will explain what kids need to know. Kids buy her 
cards to thank her for being a great teacher. On page 10, Ms. Willows has 
set up a party for the fi rst day. I can see how nice and hard-working Ms. 
Willows is. She must love to teach.

Practice the Skill
Have children use details to tell about another character in the story.

Writing Prompt
Read aloud the following prompt. Have children write their response, using the writing 
prompt on page 6.

Why do you think Brooke and Juan are worried about starting second grade? Write a 
paragraph. Tell why changing grades can make some children unhappy or worried. Use 
details from the book to support what you say.

4 Lesson 25: Ready for Second GradeGrade 1
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Read directions to children.

Think About It
Write an answer to the question. Responses may vary.

 1. Why does Jeff know so much about Brooke’s new 

teacher?

Brooke’s new teacher is
Jeff ’s mom.

Making Connections Think about your first day 

of school. Write some sentences about how you 

felt. 

10 Grade 1, Unit 5: Watch us Grow

Name 

Think About It
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

Ready for Second Grade
Think About It
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English Language Learners
Reading Support Make sure the text matches the child’s reading level. Language and 
content should be accessible with regular teaching support.

Oral Language Development
Check the children’s comprehension, using a dialogue that best matches their 
English profi ciency level. Speaker 1 is the teacher, Speaker 2 is the child.

Beginning/ Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced/ Advanced

Speaker 1: How do Juan and Brooke 
go to school?

Speaker 2: on a bus

Speaker 1:How old is Juan?

Speaker 2: seven

Speaker 1: Point to Jeff’s mom.

Speaker 2:  [Points at Ms. Willows]

Speaker 1: What grade are Brooke, 
Juan, and Jeff going into?

Speaker 2: second grade

Speaker 1: What does Ms. Willows set 
up for the kids the fi rst day?

Speaker 2: a party

Speaker 1: Why is Brooke sad?

Speaker 2: She is worried that 
second grade will be too hard.

Speaker 1: Why do kids buy Ms. 
Willows cards?

Speaker 2: They want to thank her 
for being a good teacher.

5 Lesson 25: Ready for Second GradeGrade 1
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Name  Date 

Ready for Second Grade
Why do you think Brooke and Juan are worried 
about starting second grade? Write a paragraph. 
Tell why changing grades can make some children 
worried. Use details from the book.

6 Lesson 25: Ready for Second GradeGrade 1
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Think About It
Write an answer to the question.

 1. Why does Jeff know so much about Brooke’s new 

teacher?

Making Connections Think about your first day 

of school. Write some sentences about how you 

felt. 

Name 

Ready for Second Grade
Think About It

 Lesson 25
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34
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Student  Date 
Lesson 25
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Ready for Second Grade
Running Record Form

Ready for Second Grade • LEVEL I

Behavior Code Error

Read word correctly ✓
cat 0

Repeated word, 
sentence, or phrase

®
cat

0

Omission —cat 1

Behavior Code Error

Substitution cut
cat 1

Self-corrects cut sc
cat 0

Insertion the

cat 1

Word told T
cat 1

page Selection Text Errors Self-Corrections

3

4

He saw his best friend Brooke at 

the bus stop. 

Juan and Brooke got on the bus 

when it drove up.

The bus drove down the street. 

Juan saw that Brooke looked sad. 

“What’s wrong?” Juan asked. 

“What if second grade is too 

hard?” Brooke said. “What if we 

hate it? I’ve never even met our 

teacher, Ms. Willows.”

Comments: Accuracy Rate 
(# words read 

correctly/59 x 100)

 %

Self-Correction 
Rate 

(# errors + # 
Self-Corrections/ 
Self-Corrections)

1: 
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